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Greetings to you all.

I have been approached by the Mapau bowling club to see if MDCA will take over the monitoring of their AED. Currently they have a contract
with the provider Heart Saver https://www.heartsaver.co.nz/   but they have to pay (I think about $140) for a yearly check by Heartsaver. The
device has an automated self monitoring of the battery daily and the electronics monthly. 

It would be easy to add this AED to my spreadsheet of checks but the cost of replacement batteries and pads would be paid for by the Bowling
Club.  The only matter I have is they would need to relocate their AED to beside their entrance where I could see the self check LCDs as
currently the AED is on the outside of their building but within the fenced and locked areas of the greens.

Your thoughts please, particularly if you can see or know of any hooks in this arrangement.  

If you are happy with the arrangement I will take the proposal to the MDCA exec.

regards

Jim vause

On Tue, Apr 19, 2022 at 4:38 PM Jim Vause <vauses@gmail.com> wrote: 
Kia ora tatou
 
Just to report the AED at the hall was used on sunday successfully so I have ordered new pads. Only one shock was required so I presume
the batteries are OK as the OK tick is still up on the front of the AED
 
I have also put arrows on the AED Boxes and some writing to indicate the side latches as in the rush to extract the AED the latches were
wrenched open by force rather than released.
 
I think the event has sparked some interest, well particularly within the tennis club, so a little publicity about the event (after obtaining patient
consent) might help attract more people to some instruction on AED use. Such training just on the AED use is something I am prepared to
do although the other option would be proper CPR training with a mannequin which would be of some expense.
 
Jim
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